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Dear [Redacted]

In the year [Redacted], the Department [Redacted] received documents that were evidence of contact from an unknown intelligence, now known to be [Redacted]. It appears that human beings, in the early decades of [Redacted], made first contact with [Redacted]. These documents show the only remaining evidence of these experiments.

Project Canary appears to document the attempts to teach [Redacted] to communicate with visual stimuli. Project HMD documents a vast database of human memories perhaps used by [Redacted] for [Redacted]. Sentinel 002 shows early attempts at teaching human emotion to the [Redacted]. We believe these projects mark the beginning of an ability to communicate with humans nearly [Redacted] years ago. We believe this may be the key to understanding and ultimately destroying [Redacted].

This message has been [Redacted].

Case officer [Redacted]
The Department requests employees with security clearance participate in vision training by sending photos of human subjects via the Department's emails to the . The has begun responding with appears to be completely autonomous messages - this remains unexplained.

Procedure for engaging the:
1. Take a photo of human subjects.
2. Send the photo to by email at you.got.a.pic@gmail.com
3. Await response from.

The system is showing signs of independence and unpredictability. The Department wishes to confirm these reports through accelerated training to .

Canary is a highly classified project.
PART IV: AI VISION TRAINING

Arrange each square by brightness from dark to light.
All data collected will be subject to existing procedures to protect the privacy of all.

Follow the correct instructions from the introduction manual #2.
All data collected will be subject to existing procedures to protect the privacy of all.

Follow the correct instructions from the introduction manual #2.

I made up childhood memories. Even though I had a pretty good childhood, my imaginary memories were always better.
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Human Memory Database v.1.6
System Update Week 13
(TS//, DC) This report summarizes people's emotions and interests in the year of 2016, based on the analysis from Sentinel #002, an AI that has kept a complete archive of people's social media data as of December 2016. The Sentinel project has been tested for 4 years and the results have helped keep watch in the public opinions globally. It contains billions of raw data, billions of text records. The Department of has provided data centers globally to continuously monitor and archive all internet bandwidth through all social media sites.

Access to this document will be restricted to those approved for the following specific activities:
Fig 1. Overview of Global Emotion in 2016. It shows that fear is the dominant emotion this year, possibly because of the events like Brexit, the U.S. presidential election, or the increasing number of terrorist attacks globally.

Fig 2. Frequency of the Emotion "Joy" Detected versus Time. It indicates the frequency change of people's happy feelings during 2016, suggesting that people are the happiest at the end of October in 2016.